
Inpatient Auditing 

Education Program

Advance your coders’ careers by training them for inpatient auditing roles

You want to keep your best and brightest, but in order to do that you need to provide them 

opportunities for career growth and development. Panacea’s Inpatient Auditing program 

empowers you to offer a career path for coders who want to move up.

Program Curriculum

As a trusted audit partner of health systems nationwide, we’ve seen firsthand what makes 

a good internal auditor. To help you develop the best team members, our program includes 

280 hours of course content with a final Audit Practicum, focused on key topics and 

skill sets:

  � ICD-10 and compliance – Learners begin by developing a solid understanding of ICD-

10-CM and PCS skills, and then learn the fundamentals of reimbursement and regulatory 

compliance—important concepts that must be grasped before progressing.

  � Healthcare law and documentation – This section is presented by a specialist 

attorney, and another course covers documentation integrity from ICD-10 pitfalls to the 

documentation requirements for high-risk scenarios.

  � Technical skills – Users will learn how to use Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel (including 

formulas and pivot tables), and Microsoft Access.

  � Soft skills – The learner also gains skills in conflict management, meeting management, 

and reporting and presentation.

  � Audit process – The program builds to teaching the audit process, the key components 

of an audit, and how to report and present the audit. Each learner audits 20 cases and 

completes a practice report before advancing to the Audit Practicum, which includes an 

additional 50 records.

Learners receive a number of course books including the ICD-10-CM and ICD-10-

PCS Coding Handbook, ICD-10-CM (AMA), 10-PCS (AMA), and ICD-10-PCS: An 

Applied Approach.
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Training Built for Busy Professionals

We understand that the learning needs of busy working professionals are very different than 

those of traditional students. This is why we’ve built a course with them in mind:

  � Interactive, modular learning keeps the user engaged

  � Online, self-contained content allows learners to work at their own pace

  � Robust reporting and administrative tools keep managers up-to-date on 

learner’s progress

  � Hand-on experience opportunities built into the course keep the curriculum applicable 

in the real world

Talk to a Panacea sales representative today to schedule your compliance review.
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